Celebrating 40 years of publishing
The new PERFORMANCE IDEAS series explores performance that crosses boundaries of all live art forms and media. The series highlights the long-standing editorial commitment of PAJ Publications to bring together the histories of performance in theatre and in visual art for a more expansive vision of artistic practice.

art is (Speaking Portraits)
by George Quasha

Fifty artists working in performance, visual art, language, sound, and media address the impossible yet unavoidable question: what is art? A close-up of each artist at the most intense moment of responding appears in a still image as “speaking portrait.” Artists include Marina Abramović, Carolee Schneemann, Eiko Otake, Robert Wilson, Pamela Z, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Ann Hamilton, Joan Jonas, Anthony Braxton, and Charles Bernstein.

The volume is drawn from Quasha’s ongoing video work art is/poetry is/music is (Speaking Portraits), comprising since 2002 over 1000 artists, poets, and musicians in eleven countries. Exhibitions include the Snite Museum of Art (University of Notre Dame), White Box (New York), the Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art (SUNY New Paltz), Anthology Film Archives, and international biennials. In the dual media of text and image, this unprecedented work offers an intimate view inside the artist’s mind.

George Quasha, artist, poet, and musician, is a Guggenheim Fellow whose twenty books including Axial Stones: An Art of Precarious Balance, An Art of Limina: Gary Hill’s Works and Writings, and Glossodelia Attract (preverbs), in addition to the influential poetry anthology America a Prophecy.

ISBN 1-55554-161-3 $14.00 Illus. 144p (forthcoming March 2016)
Conversations with Meredith Monk
by Bonnie Marranca

“Meredith Monk . . . as singer, dancer, composer, director, and filmmaker, is as close to a complete performing artist as American culture offers.” —Alex Ross, The New Yorker

Conversations with Meredith Monk offers a richly detailed portrait of the internationally renowned composer, performer, director, and filmmaker who has helped to create the new vocabularies of contemporary performance. Reflecting on her creative life in music, performance, and film over her entire career, Monk offers fascinating insights into how she works, the questions she asks herself as an artist, and the deeply held personal views of art practice as spiritual practice. “Each piece is making a world in itself and exploring the form and the principles of that world,” Monk explains.

Meredith Monk celebrated her 50th year as an artist in 2014-2015, which included an appointment for the Richard and Barbara Debs Composer’s Chair at Carnegie Hall. In the late seventies, she formed Meredith Monk & Vocal Ensemble. Among her many operas and music-theatre works are On Behalf of Nature, mercy and Songs of Ascension (both with the artist Ann Hamilton), Quarry, Education of the Girlchild, and Vessel. Monk is a recipient of the National Medal of Arts.

Bonnie Marranca is the author of three volumes of criticism, Performance Histories, Ecologies of Theatre, and Theatrewritings. She has also edited several play anthologies and essay collections. A Guggenheim Fellow and Fulbright Scholar, she has taught and lectured widely in the U.S. and abroad.

ISBN 978-1-55554-159-0 $15.00 144p
newARTtheatre
Evolutions of the Performance Aesthetic
by Paul David Young

“The fresh and speculative perspective of these artists grappling with the evolving paradigm of the tightening entanglement between performance and visual art is worth a read now and may be rich material for historians to come.”
—Jess Wilcox, Brooklyn Rail

In several dialogues with artists and introductory essays newARTtheatre focuses on one of the hotly discussed issues of today—the turn by visual artists towards theatre as a way of working, by using plays, acting and rehearsal techniques for their art. Many crossover artists, including Pablo Helguera, Liz Magic Laser, David Levine, Janet Cardiff, Alix Pearlstein, Xaviera Simmons, and Michael Smith, offer challenging views on performance, video, photography, and sound.

The highly developed practices and theories rooted in theatre-making are being incorporated into the way art is made and understood. newARTtheatre explores the important strategies that artists are using in performance, painting, video, sculpture, photography, installation, and conceptual projects.

Paul David Young is a playwright and critic. His work has been produced at MoMA PS1, Marlborough Gallery, the Living Theatre, Lion Theatre, Kaffileikhusid in Reykjavik, and elsewhere. Young also co-curated Perverted by Theatre at apexart in New York. He is a contributing editor to the journal PAJ.

ISBN 978-1-55554-158-3 $14.00 144p
Performance, Technology, & Science
by Johannes Birringer

“A detailed study of human-machine interfaces within the performing arts ... combining historical analysis and artistic case studies.” — The Drama Review

This ground-breaking work of scholarship explores interactive performance, installations, and Internet art in richly illustrated essays on performance, dance, architecture, fashion, games, music, robotics, and artificial intelligence. The work of influential artists, theatres, and dance companies is used to show how scientific concepts influence digital performance globally.


Languages of the Stage
Essays in the Semiology of Theatre
by Patrice Pavis

“This volume should be read by those interested in both theatre and interpretive strategies, semiological and otherwise.” — Modern Language Notes

In this now classic volume, Pavis explores the questions of semiology in both classical and contemporary drama, ranging widely over the works of the ancient Greeks, Marivaux, Artaud, Brecht, Brook, Handke, and Wilson.

The Anthropology of Performance
by Victor Turner

“In this posthumous collection, Turner continues his quest for ‘a liberated anthropology,’ a cause helped in part by the recent postmodern consciousness.” — American Theatre

Turner is all over the globe as he addresses issues of cultural performance, carnival, film, theatre, and “performing ethnography” to break new ground in anthropological thinking on event, spectacle, and audience. One of his last writings, “Body, Brain, and Culture,” links cerebral neurology and anthropology studies in a fascinating interface.

ISBN 1-55554-001-5 $15.95, Illus. 128p

From Ritual to Theatre
The Human Seriousness of Play
by Victor Turner

“Turner looks beyond his routinized discipline to an anthropology of experience … We must admire him for this.” — Times Literary Supplement

In this highly influential book, Turner elaborates on ritual and theatre, persona and individual, role-playing and performing, taking examples from American, European, and African societies for a greater understanding of culture and its symbols.

ISBN 0-933826-17-6 $18.95, Illus. 128p
Performance Histories
by Bonnie Marranca

“Much of the writing has a worldly, lived-in quality that renders its arguments all the more robust and therefore convincing.”
—The Drama Review

Writings on Wallace Shawn, The Wooster Group, avant-garde legacies, art as spiritual practice, and the theatre of food. There are interviews with Susan Sontag, Peter Sellars, Romeo Castellucci, Marianne Weems.

ISBN 978-1-55554-077-7 $18.95 144p

Theatrewritings
by Bonnie Marranca

“In a critical field that is itself burdened with special interests, she is a free spirit …” —New York Times

A collection of eighteen essays on such artists as Sam Shepard, Lee Breuer, Lillian Hellman, and pop singers Barbra Streisand and Judy Garland. Provocative readings of Pirandello and Chekhov; reflections on nuclear theatre and the politics of performance.

ISBN 0-933826-68-0 $15.95, Illus. 206p

Ecologies of Theater
by Bonnie Marranca

“Her writing is never less than passionate and visionary.”
—Performance Research

New perspectives on ecology and art practice. Essays on the play as landscape in Gertrude Stein, the mus/ecology of John Cage, and Robert Wilson’s dramaturgy as an ecology. Writings on the spiritual style of Maria Irene Fornes, Spalding Gray’s solos, Rachel Rosenthal’s autobiography, garden/theatre, the theatricality of Isak Dinesen, and the virtual theatre of Herbert Blau.

The Other American Drama  
by Marc Robinson

“Robinson wisely eschews merely providing an alternative ‘tradition,’ but instead discusses with singular penetration and marvelous style a collection of important artists who simply do not fit into the tidy conventional tradition.” — Theater Magazine

Wide-ranging reflections on canonical and contemporary writers such as Gertrude Stein, Tennessee Williams, Adrienne Kennedy, Sam Shepard, and Richard Foreman carry the reader into surprisingly new insights on familiar plays.

ISBN 1-55554-067-8 $18.95, Illus. 216p

Dandyism  
by Jules Barbey D’Aurevilly

This dazzling portrait of Beau Brommell as dandy extraordinaire has been a classic in the literature of the modernist self for more than a century.

ISBN 1-55554-035-X $10.95, Illus. 78p
Lessons for the Professional Actor
by Michael Chekhov
edited by Deirdre Hurst du Prey

This important manual for actors collects the brilliant lectures that the renowned actor and director Michael Chekhov presented at his studio classes in New York in 1941. Organized around fourteen "classes" that include "The Psychological Gesture," "The Imagination," and "Continuous Acting," the Chekhov teaching method of psycho-physical exercises, improvisations, and scene study holds continued importance for actor training today.


Lazzi
The Comic Routines of the Commedia dell’Arte
by Mel Gordon

This widely used acting volume presents over 250 comedy routines used by commedia performers in Europe from 1550 to 1750. Includes an introduction, two complete commedia scenarios, and a glossary of commedia characters.

ISBN 0-933826-69-9 $15.95, Illus. 94p
Regarding Film
Criticism and Comment
by Stanley Kaufmann

In this collection of his film writings, the distinguished New Republic film critic, who died in 2013, discusses films released after 1993, including those of major established directors, works from the iconoclastic world of independent cinema to the best of world cinema. In other essays, he explores cinematic adaptations of Mozart’s operas, changing public attitudes toward film as an art form, and the possibilities of accurately dramatizing the Holocaust.

ISBN 1-55554-070-8 $18.95, Illus. 244p

Theater Criticisms
by Stanley Kaufmann

“Only a few theater critics are worth reading; still fewer are worth reading twice… Stanley Kaufmann belongs in the smaller group.” — New York Times

A collection of reviews and essays from the seventies and eighties by one of America’s most respected critics. Kaufmann brings a cultivated eye to whatever his subject—new plays, classics, avant-garde works, or musical comedy, demonstrating why he has been regarded as one of the most perceptive critics on actors and acting. Most of the pieces were published originally in The New Republic where he also wrote on film until the time of his death.

**Transmission Arts**

*Artists and Airwaves*

*edited by Galen Joseph-Hunter*

“An excellent and accessible introduction.” — *Leonardo*

Features 150 artists working in sonic, visual, and live arts spanning early radio experiments of the 1880s up to the present. 300 illustrations.


---

**Bruce Nauman**

*edited by Robert C. Morgan*

Nauman is considered one of the most influential artists in America, working in the fields of sculpture, video and film, performance, installation, and photography. This volume combines essential critical writings on Nauman, interviews with him, and his own writings, organized around performance issues.


---

**Gary Hill**

*edited by Robert C. Morgan*

A major work of scholarship on the internationally celebrated video artist Gary Hill. This volume includes many of the important critical essays on his work, interviews with Hill, and his own writings on video.

Mary Lucier
edited by Melinda Barlow

A selection of Lucier’s previously unpublished writings and drawings along with essays, reviews, interviews, and photographs of her installations and performances. Here is an absorbing portrait of one of America’s most accomplished video pioneers.

ISBN 1-55554-066-X $19.95, Illus. 284p

Rachel Rosenthal
edited by Moira Roth

A powerful portrait of the late legendary figure the Village Voice calls “one of America’s most intelligent, politically committed, and challenging performance artists.” The volume features interviews, essays and author writings, including the script of Rachel’s Brain.

ISBN 1-55554-069-4 $19.95, Illus. 226p

Richard Foreman
edited by Gerald Rabkin

This wide-ranging anthology includes a collection of critical essays on one of the major figures in American avant-garde theatre as well as interviews and a selection of his writings. Features the complete text of My Head Was a Sledgehammer.

ISBN 1-55554-071-6 $19.95, Illus. 248p
Plays: Maria Irene Fornes
by Maria Irene Fornes

“The Danube and Mud have paved the way for a new language of dramatic realism.” —Bonnie Marranca

This collection includes many of the most produced plays of the playwright-director: Mud, The Danube, Sarita, and The Conduction of Life. Fornes is one of the most influential playwrights in America, and author of more than forty plays, musicals, and adaptations for the stage. In 1982, she was given an Obie Award, one of nine, in recognition of her Sustained Achievement in the Theatre.

ISBN 0-933826-83-4 $15.95, Illus. 148p

Fefu and Her Friends
by Maria Irene Fornes

“A wonderful, important play.” —Susan Sontag

Following the lives of eight women in five different environments, this is one of the best-loved Off-Broadway plays of recent decades. It offers a highly original and intimate look at the lives of women, and highlights many of the author’s important themes and fierce humor.

ISBN 1-55554-052-X $15.95, Illus. 62p
Letters from Cuba and Other Plays  
by Maria Irene Fornes

“You would be taxed to find a show with a sweeter temper,” wrote the New York Times critic about Letters from Cuba, which spotlights a young dancer and her Cuban family through personal letters. Terra Incognita features young Americans in a café in Spain. The opera Manual for a Desperate Crossing, composed by Robert Ashley, is based on interviews with Cuban men and women.

ISBN 978-1-55554-076-0 $15.95, Illus. 136p

What of the Night? Selected Plays  
by Maria Irene Fornes

“American playwriting would be unimaginable without her.” —Mac Wellman

What of the Night? follows family members over decades. It also features the much admired Abingdon Square, Enter THE NIGHT, and The Summer in Gossensass, inspired by Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler.

ISBN 978-1-55554-080-7 $18.95, Illus. 222p

Promenade and Other Plays  
by Maria Irene Fornes

“Fornes is America’s truest poet of the theatre.” —Village Voice

The volume collects the early plays of Fornes: The Successful Life of 3, Tango Palace, Dr. Kheal, A Vietnamese Wedding, Molly’s Dream, and her celebrated musical Promenade.

ISBN 1-55554-014-7 $13.95, Illus. 136p
The Bereaved and Mary
by Thomas Bradshaw

“… his gift as a stylist marks him as a real talent ….”
— New York Times

The author has been celebrated as a major new dramatic voice by audiences and critics around the country. This volume includes two explosive dramas on race and power, The Bereaved and Mary.


Shatterhand Massacree
and Other Media Texts
by John Jesurun

Jesurun has been a pioneering force in the use of video and live performance as playwright and director. His many works range from storytelling to classics to computer-based theatre. This collection features Shatterhand Massacree, Slight Return, Snow, and Firefall.

ISBN 978-1-55554-084-5 $17.95, Illus. 200p

Hawk Moon
Short Stories, Poems, and Monologues
by Sam Shepard

In this work of more than fifty monologues, short stories, and poems, one of America’s most acclaimed dramatists reflects on growing up in America, rock and roll, the sex of fishes, and other topics.

ISBN 0-933826-23-0 $11.95, Illus. 96p
American Melodrama
edited by Daniel C. Gerould

“Gerould goes a long way toward revisioning the genre.” — Nineteenth-Century Theatre Research

An indispensable classic, the volume includes The Poor of New York by Dion Boucicault; Uncle Tom’s Cabin by George Aiken and Harriet Beecher Stowe; Under the Gaslight by Augustin Daly; and The Girl of the Golden West by David Belasco.

ISBN 0-933826-21-4 $16.95, Illus. 254p

Cellophane
by Mac Wellman

“He is James Joyce reborn as a rap artist.” — New York Times

The singular voice of the playwright has been astonishing audiences with his linguistic inventions and biting political critiques for more than three decades. Featured here are his plays Albanian Softshoe, Mister Original Bugg, Cleveland, Bad Penny, Three Americanisms, Cellophane, The Sandalwood Box, Cat’s Paw, and his essay “A Chrestomathy of 22 Answers ….”

ISBN 1-55554-061-9 $19.95, Illus. 402p
Heiner Müller After Shakespeare
translated by Carl Weber and Paul David Young

“Heiner Müller was one of the greatest writers of the 20th century and will undoubtedly be among the most indispensable of the 21st, the terrors of which his plays seem to have anticipated and anatomized.” — Tony Kushner

Now for the first time in English, Macbeth and Anatomy Titus Fall of Rome, the last of the Shakespeare-inspired plays of the renowned German author to be translated into English, offer shattering portraits of power and violence. Also includes Müller’s text “Shakespeare a Difference.”

ISBN 978-1-55554-152-1 $16.95, Illus. 176p

Hamletmachine
by Heiner Müller
edited and translated by Carl Weber

A contemporary classic, this volume contains eight of the influential author’s most controversial dramas and an interview with him, including Hamletmachine, The Correction, The Task, Quartet, Despoiled Shore … Medea Material, and Gundling’s Life. The poetically violent language and surreal imagery of the settings evoke the devastated landscape of a haunted nuclear age.

ISBN 0-933826-45-1 $16.95, Illus. 140p
Explosion of a Memory
by Heiner Müller
edited and translated by Carl Weber

“An important contribution to modern drama and should be included in the collections of all academic libraries.” – CHOICE

A collection of plays, poems, and speeches by Müller that rewrite the classics as startling meditations on history, power, and sexuality. Spanning over thirty years of writings, in addition to the title piece, featured as the prologue to Alcestis and directed by Robert Wilson at the American Repertory Theatre. Also in the volume are Germania Death in Berlin, Explosion of a Memory/Description of a Picture, A Letter to Robert Wilson, and “The End of the World has Become a Faddish Problem.”

ISBN 1-5554-041-4 paper: $15.95 cloth: $28.00, Illus. 164p

The Battle
Plays, Prose, Poems
by Heiner Müller
edited and translated by Carl Weber


ISBN 1-5554-049-X $15.95, Illus. 176p
Act French
Contemporary Plays from France
edited by Philippa Wehle

Includes Adramelech’s Monologue (Novarina); A.W.O.L. (Cadiot); 11 September 2001 (Vinaver); Pumpkin On The Air (Sigal); We Were Sitting on The Shores of the World… (Pliya); Cut (Marie); Inventories (Minyana).

ISBN 978-1-55554-078-4 $18.95, Illus. 196p

Fassbinder: Plays
by Rainer Werner Fassbinder
translated by Denis Calandra

Plays by one of Germany’s most important post-war artists. The Bitter Tears of Petra van Kant; Katzelmacher; Garbage, the City, and Death; Bremen Freedom; Blood on the Cat’s Neck; Pre-Paradise Sorry Now.

ISBN 0-933826-82-6 $16.95, Illus. 190p

Cabaret Performance
Europe, 1890-1920. Volume I Sketches, Songs, Monologues, Memoirs
edited by Laurence Senelick

Writings by Aristide Bruant, Max Reinhardt, Frank Wedekind, Nikolay Evreinov, Tristan Tzara, Filippo Marinetti, Kurt Schwitters, and others.

ISBN 1-55554-043-0 $15.95, Illus. 224p

Russian Satiric Comedy
edited by Laurence Senelick

Plays by Mikhail Bulgakov, Nikolay Evreinov, Ivan Krylov, Kozma Prutkov, Ilya Ilf and Evgeny Petrov, and Isaak Babel.

Dada Performance
edited by Mel Gordon

“A detailed attempt to reconstruct the performances of Dada and Surrealism….” –Theatre Quarterly

Explores Dada in Zurich, Berlin, Cologne/Hanover, and Paris. Important texts and writings by Hugo Ball, Kurt Schwitters, Richard Huelsenbeck, Roger Vitrac, Tristan Tzara, Emmy Hennings, Francis Picabia, and others.

ISBN 978-1-55554-153-8 $18.95, Illus. 166p

Futurist Performance
edited by Michael Kirby

Includes thirteen manifestos and forty-eight performance texts by Filippo Marinetti, Enrico Prampolini, Luigi Russolo, Giacomo Balla, Umberto Boccioni, Fortunato Depero, and Francesco Cangiullo. A foundational text on contributions of Futurism in theatre, dance, radio, cinema, music, and stage design.

ISBN 1-55554-009-0 $23.95, Illus. 336p

Symbolist Drama
edited by Daniel C. Gerould


ISBN 0-933826-78-8 $18.95, Illus. 224p
New Europe
plays from the continent
edited by Bonnie Marranca & Małgorzata Semil


ISBN 978-1-55554-085-2 $22.95, Illus. 400p

Plays for the End of the Century
edited by Bonnie Marranca

Includes *Motherhood 2000* by Adrienne Kennedy; *The Law of Remains* by Reza Abdoh; *Pangaean Dreams: A Shamanic Journey* by Rachel Rosenthal; *Enter THE NIGHT* by Maria Irene Fornes; *Two Altars, Ten Funerals (All Souls)* by Erik Ehn; *A Girl’s Guide to the Divine Comedy* by Shelley Berc; *Frank Dell’s The Temptation of St. Antony* by The Wooster Group; *The Mind King* by Richard Foreman; *Cellophane* by Mac Wellman.

ISBN 1-55554-068-6 $20.95, Illus. 384p

Wordplays Five
New American Drama

Features *North Atlantic*, which James Strahs wrote for the Wooster Group; *The Birth of the Poet* by Kathy Acker; James Lapine and Stephen Sondheim’s hit *Sunday in the Park with George*; *Deep Sleep* by multimedia artist John Jesurun, and *The Death of von Richthofen as Witnessed from Earth* by director Des McAnuff.

ISBN 1-55554-007-4 $15.95, Illus. 336p
DramaContemporary: Czechoslovakia
edited by Marketa Goetz-Stankiewicz
Contents: Václav Havel, Protest; Milan Kundera, Jacques and His Master; Games by Ivan Klíma; Fire in the Basement by Pavel Kohout; The Detour by Pavel Landovsky; A Blue Angel by Milan Uhde.
ISBN 0-933826-76-1 $16.95, Illus. 224p

DramaContemporary: France
edited by Philippa Wehle
Contents: Véra Baxter by Marguerite Duras; Over Nothing at All by Nathalie Sarraute; Chamber Theatre by Gildas Bourdet; Exiles by Enzo Corman; The Workroom by Jean-Claude Grumberg.

DramaContemporary: Hungary
edited by Eugene Brogyányi
Contents: The Palm Sunday of a Horse Dealer by András Süto; Sojourn by Géza Páskándi; Cheese Dumplings by István Csurka; Chickenhead by György Spiró; Kozma by Mihály Korns.
ISBN 1-55554-054-6 $16.95, Illus. 248p

DramaContemporary: Scandinavia
edited by Per Brask
Contents: The Glass Mountain by Tor Age Brinsvaerd; Under Your Skin by Olafur Haukur Simonarson; And the Birds Are Singing Again by Ulla Ryum; For Julia by Margareta Garpe; Mary Bloom by Jussi Kylätasku.
ISBN 1-55554-050-3 paper: $16.95 cloth: $34.50, Illus. 216p
PAJ explores innovative work in theatre, performance art, dance, video, writing, technology, sound, and music, bringing together all live arts in thoughtful cultural dialogue. Issues include critical essays, interviews, artists’ writings, plays, drawings and notations, with extended coverage of performance, festivals, and books.

Recent contributions highlight performance and drawing; performance and architecture; urban dramaturgies; water-based art; performance and aging; eco-theatre; digital materialism; sound and site; neurosciences and the arts.

The newly designed PAJ celebrates its 40th year in 2016, with public events and special journal features.


Free online access to the PAJ archive, podcasts, video/audio clips, and all published interviews on PAJ’s home page. Triannual.

mitpressjournals.org/paj
Now available for the first time in digitized format is the zine-style magazine that PAJ Publications created from 1979-1982. Initially called *Performance Art* (then retitled LIVE), the seven issues focus on the exciting art scene of downtown New York City in the 1970s. Reads like a who’s who of contemporary performance. Hot topics of the era: acting/non-acting, intermedia, comedy, solo performance, new wave rock, what is performance art?, gay and feminist performance, punk, and new dance.

The late-seventies in NYC generated a lively scene in experimental theatre, performance, dance, music, sound, video, film, clubs, and festivals. Numerous alternative spaces were opened up and publications started, though none were exclusively devoted to downtown performance, except *Performance Art/LIVE Magazine*. This archive exists as a record of a great time in performance history that is still being constructed.

Free online access to *PAJ* subscribers; individual issues and complete sets available.

mitpressjournals.org/paj
mitpressjournals.org/live
In 2016, PAJ Publications celebrates the 40th year since its founding. The press grew alongside the extraordinary arts scene of downtown Manhattan in the mid-seventies, charting new directions in theatre, dance, music, performance art, and media. Many of the artists who were written about, interviewed, or published their own writings in our publications have since become influential international figures. The first issue of the triannual *Performing Arts Journal* appeared in 1976. Within a few years our zine-style LIVE magazine and the first of our books of plays and essays followed, many of them now a part of the university curriculum and theatre repertoire. From the start our activities were rooted in a vision to publish important, original works and the critical commentary about them as an ongoing exploration of art, culture, and the world of ideas. The modern heritage is set in dialogue with the most innovative artworks of today in the pages of our publications.

This is a particularly engaging time in scholarship as we see the construction of a performance history that features prominently many of the artists PAJ Publications has supported over the decades, and whose essential currents of thought PAJ has contributed to. Our newest series, entitled Performance Ideas, brings together writings and conversations by artists, critics, and curators in small-size, inexpensive paperbacks. In addition, the publishing house continues to publish plays and performance texts from American and international writers.

We thank our readers over these four decades and hope you will continue to support independent, small presses at this time of enormous transformation in the publishing industry.
PAJ Publications has published more than 155 books of essays and play volumes. They feature more than 1000 plays, translated from twenty languages. The authors include recipients of the Nobel Prize, Pulitzer Prize, Guggenheim, and Obie Awards, as well as MacArthur Fellows. PAJ Publications has received an Obie Award for “Outstanding Achievement in the Off-Broadway and Off-Off-Broadway Theatre” and the ATHE—American Theatre in Higher Education Excellence in Editing Award for Sustained Achievement has been given to Bonnie Marranca, PAJ Editor and Publisher. The 112th issue of the periodical, PAJ, will be published in January 2016.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Books:
Individual Orders at Theatre Communications Group www.tcg.org/books
Trade Orders at Consortium Book Sales and Distribution www.cbsd.com

Journal:
www.mitpressjournals.org/paj

PAJ Publications
P.O. Box 532 Village Station, New York, NY 10014
pajpub@mac.com
www.facebook.com/PAJPublications
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